
Series 4, Food mincer, MultiPower Series 4,
1900 W, Black, Black
MFWS440B

Included accessories
1 x filling aid, 1 x filling tray, 1 x pusher, 1 x sausage
attachment, 1 x kebbe attachment, 1 x continous Shredder
(Barrels), 1 x barrel shredding rough, 1 x barrel shredding
fine, 1 x barrel slicing, 1 x barrel rasping, 1 x double-sided
stainless steel blade, 1 x perforated stainless steel disc 8 mm,
1 x perforated stainless steel disc 3 mm, 1 x cleaning brush, 1
x perforated stainless steel disc 4,5 mm

Designed for highest comfort of use thanks
to intuitive operating knob, smart storage
solutions, comfortable cleaning and strong
motor for perfect mincing results and more
● Effortless speed setting thanks to the unique operating knob
● Discs and cable are stored conveniently in the integrated

storage to easily put away the appliance
● All accessories, knife, discs and pusher are dishwasher-safe
● Powerful motor with high 1900W motor block power: easily

process big amounts of food in no time
● Planetary gear box: strenght and stability for high

performance

Technical Data

Dimensions :  240 x 175 x 230  mm
Dimensions of the packed product (HxWxD) :

 310 x 285 x 360  mm
Pallet dimensions :  207.0 x 80.0 x 120.0
Quantity per packing unit :  2
Standard number of units per pallet :  48
Net weight :  4.6  kg
Gross weight :  5.6  kg
Connection Rating :  500  W
Voltage :  220-240  V
Frequency :  50/60  Hz
Length electrical supply cord :  100.0  cm
Plug type :  Euro plug w/o earthing 2.5 A
Length electrical supply cord :  100.0  cm
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Series 4, Food mincer, MultiPower Series 4,
1900 W, Black, Black
MFWS440B

Designed for highest comfort of use thanks
to intuitive operating knob, smart storage
solutions, comfortable cleaning and strong
motor for perfect mincing results and more

Excellent Results

- Powerful motor; effortless processing of meat and
vegetables with 1900W motor block power

- Quick process: time-saving thanks to high machine
performance up to 2.5 kg of meat per minute

- Affordability and efficience; Smaller ( chamber size 5) food
mincers are generally more affordable for occasional or
moderate grinding needs, giving the most accurate and
suberb results simultaneously

- Planetary gearbox; delivers power where it is needed,
ensuring a smooth and stable running machine and never
works on the edge

Safety

- Safe use: rubber feet for extra stability.

- 2 speed settings: for best results adapted to the type of food
being processed.

- Reverse function: the reliable assistance to release food that
has got stuck

- Metal coupling: ensures high performance even under heavy
load

- Handy pusher: ergonomic and safe pusher that effectively
supports ingredients loadment into the grinding chamber
while protecting hands from accidental contact with the
sharp elements

Comfort

- Operating knob: intuitive, allows easy shift between two
speed settings and reverse function, designed for easy
operation, even with large hands

- Smart cable storage: compact and convenient storage
compartment inside the body for placing the cable to
prevent it from tangling and securing the plug.

- Smart disc storage; convenient access to the drives you
need, located at the top of the unit for easy storage and use

- 12 cm height from countertop: thanks to the positioning
of the chamber at 12 cm from the worktop, the working
process is more pleasant and easier, as it allows the use of a
large pot or bowl

- Large filling tray; can process larger quantities of meat at
once, reducing the need for frequent refilling. This saves
time and effort, especially when dealing with large batches
of meat.

- Accessories storage in pusher: allows discs, kebbe, sausages
to be stored in one place, provides convenience, organisation
and easy access when needed.

- Easy cleaning:the product itself is designed to quickly and
easily wipe the surface after work. In addition, most of the
accessories, including the disc and knife, are dishwasher
safe.

- Recipes: dedicated and tested recipes offer not only tips
and inspiration, but allow the full potential of the product to
be achieved and give users the opportunity to expand their
culinary horizons

Material / Design

- Design convinces in every detail; Modern and elegant design
with 2 complementary surface structures in matt and glossy,
thoughtful details and a perfect match of high-quality
materials

- Easy portability: the carrying handle located at the bottom of
the unit allows easy and convenient transport and handling
at any time.

- Easy assembly of accessories: thanks to a single, repeatable
assembly place, the process is faster, easier and more
reliable, additionally confirmed with a 'click' to ensure that
the accessory has been installed correctly.

- Sustainability: The MultiPower is delivered in a box made
from > 90% recycled paper and an instruction manual made
from 100% recycled paper. In addition, Bosch offers an
elongated availability for spare parts of min. 10 years and a
10-year warranty on the motor.All to enjoy our product for a
long time and to protect our environment.

Accessories included

- Shredder with 4 barrels (fine and rough shredding, slicing,
grainting)  easily slice cucumber, grate cheese or shred
carrots for tasty salads. The drums are cone-shaped to make
it easy to process ingredients without their remains staying
stuck.

- Sausage attachement; the starter allows you to create your
own delicious chicken, beef, pork or vegetarian sausages.
By simply adding different spices and herbs is it possible
to come up with new flavours to impress others at the next
barbecue. Dishwasher safe.

- Kebbe attachement: preparing homemade kebbe has never
been so convenient and quick, all thanks to a special
accessory for creating tasty oriental dishes! Dishwasher safe.

- Knife: double-sided stainless steel knife precisely slices
all kinds of ingredients, including meat, fish, cheese, etc.
Dishwasher safe.

- Grinding discs in various sizes; perforated stainless steel
discs (3 mm, 4.5 mm and 8 mm) ensure easy mincing of raw
or cooked meat, fish and cheese. Can also process potatoes
for dumplings or prepare potato pancakes and grind dried
buns into breadcrumbs for use in other dishes. Dishwasher
safe.

- Cleaning brush;  specifically designed cleaning brush for
support cleaning metal parts e.g. chamber. Ensures effective
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and thorough cleaning, helps remove leftovers and maintains
the appearance and functionality of the metal surfaces.
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